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Everyman Meets Caliban and Ariel:
Mythic Oppositions In Popular Art
John M. Ditsky

It ought to be finally possible, considering the mass of recent printed work
devoted to related subjects, to make some reasonably valid generalizations-hopefully, concise-about the artistic function of horror and science-fiction literature
and films as sources and embodiments of societal myths, generalizations which
would also advance the notion that earlier dramatizations of the antagonisms of
good and evil, such as the morality play and the Western, have been supplanted by
fundamentally more radical and basic versions of those supposedly "naive" forms.
Though the horror and science-fiction work have been with us for decades, their
antecedents for centuries, it is only relatively recently that their cyclical popularity
has been made to withstand analysis by a theoretically more sophisticated critical
audience. I am suggesting that such works are, in their special and isolated differentness, vital contacts-for a society assaulted simultaneously by remnants of atavistic
brutality and portents of posthuman regimentation-with the duality of imagined
fears within which that society exists in a tenuous synthesis, at once incredulous
of the attractions of both shocking futures and re-greening Americas.
It is the old opposition of Ariel and Caliban, with the supposedly dominating
intelligence of Prospero maintaining a shaky control. and new generations of
Mirandas succumbing to foreign lures below. And I am particularly interested in
the local or American intimations involved here, the modernization of the Puritan
extremes of good and evil, Elect and damned, radical depravity and bland spirituality,
between which one must pick one's troubled way-choosing, as it were , between
Hawthorne heroines, dark and light in both their hair colors and their moral natures.
For as the Western declines as it survives, surrendering "hero" and "right" to a
revisionist catalog of scapegrace notables and philosophical redmen, the horror
and science-fiction genres go their occasional ways, gathering attention with new
adaptations of the old It and Them, the enemies we know at once because We
are They.
In this system I am outlining, abandon opposes sterile conformity, and license
order-always in their extremest forms . Within such rough distinctions between
Dionysian and Apollonian, the horror-aesthetic, composed of emotional, sensational,
especially sexual elements, is matched in threat-capacity by the fundamentally more
intellectual. ethereal, spiritual milieu of the science-fiction experience. Basic tugs
downward, in the one world, are matched by upward yanks in the other-and
"normal" sensitivity is torn between. What is hellish in its associations is opposed
by what is heavenly by definition, though in our age of total doubt of previously-
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accepted ethical and religious norms, neither alternative seems much of an attraction, nor a credible risk. Therefore, acceptance of the flawed "real" world, embracing the Fall, is the ultimate moral. the usual resolution.
The essentially underground, closed-in world of horror-art parallels, negatively,
the aerial. open environment of science-fiction. Fire and ice become the polarities
involved. The textures of the former world are rough, its shapes phallic (stakes and
fangs, penetrations of sundry sorts); of the other, inhumanly smooth. The experience of hairy hands, blood-sucking, prophetic moons, and sacrificial maidensthe sexual wilderness of caped lovers, death-kisses, bestial monsters, poisons and
satanic cults-is opposed by the feel of plastic and metal surfaces, references to
flight and stars, various rays and electric contacts, telepathic communication ana
"other worlds," crystals and technological monsters. Dark versus light: coffinsuffocation and caves, opposed by ozone-or the void. Colors align themselves
accordingly: blacks, browns, purples, and hellfire reds predominate in the lower
regions ; whites, blues, yellows , and starfire reds in the upper. Bat against thought.
In the first group, remembered horrors, threats from the past, assert themselves:
Body emerging from primordial morass, instinctively pulling the soul downwards,
perhaps killing it-leaving the victim, quite often, in a life-in-death, zombie state,
animation without anima. Or, in the second group, imagined disasters from the
future impinge upon the present : angelic Soul descending to destroy bodies or
render them meaningless, leaving the victims in states of death-in-life in which the
surviving body is a shell, a false-front building. Is the challenge to the victim one
of time and distance (the first]? Or are time and distance meaningless to his adversaries (the second]? And does he , finally , seek to defend his own present from
their past? Or their future?
And where do his enemies come from, in space? Do they represent hidden, secret
fears and inhibitions, lusts and scarcely-bridled passions? Or are his own, approved
set of feelings and emotions themselves the target of unnatural "higher" powers?
Does their failure to observe the "rules" by which he functions distress and confuse
him? Small wonder, then, that the monster in defeat or postponement comes to seem
a community scapegoat, himself a creation of the society he plays Grendel to, a
Frankenstein who comes in time to bear his creator's surname with greater right
than he does.
So that the threat of a " takeover" comes in the one instance from below, where
the enemy pours forth to spread by a kind of evil fission , still quite sexual in its
associations; in the other, there is a fusion of samenesses, an attachment to the
forces above. If there are eventual sympathy figures among the ranks of the enemya King Kong of purely animal sexual-aesthetic tastes fondling Fay Wray atop a
phallic Deco skyscraper, or a martyr-robot saving astronauts from an otherworldly
volcanic eruption-they exist as exceptions, and as lesser evils warning of their
own opposites. Perhaps they represent concessions by creative liberalism to the
residual racism-the "savage" blacks, the "advanced" Japanese- inherent in these
forms at their quantitative peak.
In the middle stand the loving couple, the he and she destined to survive whatever
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holocaust the writer allows for , and to provide the progeny of hope which are
the "comic" trademarks of the forms . Thus, the sexual (healthily, that is) opposes
the sterile. The "message" is one of burned fingers, bitter experiences : we'll not
tangle with them again.
All of which presumes volition, a hazy area at best in horror and science-fiction
works. Avatars of Judgment appear, yet always within the implied causality of
human beings; image and likenesses are only too evident. In the horror work,
"normal" humans triumph over their opposition through superior goodness (nightgowned feminine spirituality, for example, or the Cross's presentation), or fall
victim to their own gullibility-entrapment through flirtation with sin's occasion,
the locus of evil, or a vengeance upon hubris based on personal attributes. Always,
there is a titillating contact with depravity which the audience enjoys vicariously,
redeemed just as vicariously through its voyeuristic rescue. Shame, the residue of
experience, seasons the final escape and marks the initiation into a fuller humanity,
one flavored by the tang of hell.
In science-fiction, "normal" humans win in spite of their evident inferiority,
both moral and technological (in both forms , lucky chance is liable to reduce the
likelihood of there being much personal satisfaction in the escape)- that is, in
spite of their inadequately destructive arsenals and their insufficiently abstracted
essences. In some crude fashion , their very flesh and blood often provides the
lucky circumstance of salvation. Here, the flirtation is with an otherworldly perfectness which is as alluring as it is deadly to mortals, an Edenic and preternatural
blessedness which is, by now, certain death to an existence premised on the
appeasement of orifices. "Shame," in this context, means the lingering sensation
of physical contentment, the sat1sfaction in itself of triumphant and god-rebuking
flesh.
Again, I would suggest that there is an obvious clarity in the picture of contemporary man's complex plight offered, with deliberate simplification, by horror
and science-fiction films and literature, and that this appreciable clarity is what we
crave, cherish, and find it necessary to return to again and again. Even when they
grow subtle, or ironical-like The Thing, where the monster is an unworldly vegetable in a land of perpetual deep-freezing-or span both experiences in a single epic
venture-like 2001 : A Space Odyssey-they perform this necessary service to our
imaginations with an immediacy not always obtainable in conventional works,
books and films given to mirroring the "real" world. If we can logically expect a
growing sophistication in the development of these familiar forms, we are nevertheless unlikely to experience-or permit-their essential qualities to be altered.
We simply need them too badly.
And the measure of how badly we need them is the simplicity with which we
approach them, the critical naivete with which we judge them. Shorn of traditional
metaphysics, we maintain a childlike readiness to give attention to a popular art
highly reliant on gimmickry and patent sleight-of-medium, a synthetic Mystery. It
is an art form in which the half-skilled amateur commands an audience for work
as inexplicable in its appeal as the prize quilt at the county fair. Watch the worst
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examples: the staple fare of the weekend late shows. They are a measure of how
willingly we suspend belief, and agree to inhibit our critical sophistication with an
assent to the crudest of conventions.
•
For if the sea of faith has ebbed, it has left us with substitutes: the loving couple
I have placed at the center of things clutch one another, but not like those independent surfers Lancaster and Kerr; instead, in the classic Dover Beach stance,
they are true to one another under the green sky of Forbidden Planet, or the lashing
lizard's tail of One Million (Years) B.C. Because the beloved is the single stable
thing in a terrifying world in flux, the manic and unpredictable background of the
process shot, she becomes permanence, certainty, survival.
And if the conflicting claims of "lower" and "higher" natures besiege the embracing couple, we should recall that horror and science-fiction films are only "safe"
externalizations of interior conflicts-a point apparently so generally accepted that,
like psychological interpretations of The Tempest itself, it causes no surprise. When
the clinging couple are lost in waves of fleeing humanity, and horror and science
fiction merge in bewildering alliances and oppositions of Ghidrahs and Godzillas
contending in the upper air while the third world's Tokyo is destroyed for the
umpteenth time, we are perhaps reminded of who it was that combined the
enormous energies of Creation with the fantastic foreglimpse of unrestrained
rationality forcing Armageddon, and all to make Japanese cities fall.
In speaking primarily in language of a general cultural application, even more
than in the special terminology of film, then, I am not trying to avoid giving that
medium its due; rather, I am assuming its centrality in the task of defining our
self-view. Are categories necessary, or even helpful. when viewing The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari, for example? In all of time and space, to return to an earlier point,
yin and yang hang in a perilous suspension. Horror films reflect our origins-as a
planet, as a people, and as individuals once composed of the nursery's inchoate
fears. Small wonder that beasts lurk there: men who turn into wolves, the dead
who walk. Small wonder too that children (or even teenagers) make only a redundant
impression in this form. In these dreams we are trying to escape a Creator who may
be the devil and is surely our father, and who looks remarkably like Boris Karloff.
And in science-fiction, we confront our futures-again, as a planet, a people, a
person-and face an existence as a printed circuit in an old man's brain. Invention
is the enemy, as well as the fire-fighting fire, and our fright is the possibility that
only the body dies, that time is a delusion and space is the way things are going.
The presence of a "friendly" scientist is of little help: if they are not in fact helpless,
they may be the accomplices of the Enemy. (And we know from the horror film,
too, that they are prone to Using Their Power for Evil Purposes.) For the Enemy
is a machine hiding behind a human face; if we are lucky enough to be dreaming,
we find behind the hissing and the green smoke Frank Morgan, instead of Bucky
Fuller taking orders from a More Advanced Form of Life.
But we're not in Kansas any more. And it somehow matters little whether, when
you strip the gauze away, you are left with a dessicated corpse of an ancient
Egyptian or someone you cannot even see; either way, we would prefer Bogart on
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the lam.
We are left in a Polanski-world, where witches counsel murder. The challenge of
the existential moment, the point where life touches art, is met nowhere more
nakedly than in these lesser forms, ironically, at which we think we are able to
laugh. They are an island apart, but Caliban and Ariel are also there, demanding
mastering; and Everyman's search for Paradise risks turning Eden into Transylvania,
or Alphaville. Good Deeds alone can take him where is is already, and her name
is Miranda. The fundamental unreality of horror and science-fiction movies, after
all, is that they do not show the most fantastic voyage of them all, the female
challenge to those dual male evils: marrying Miranda-and its sequel.
University of Windsor
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